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Monsters Unleashed Darth Maul is dispatched on a secret mission to infiltrate a criminal prison empire
where he must compete in gladiatorial death matches while carrying out his masters' clandestine
commands.
Lego Star Wars Character Encyclopedia Someone has stolen something that belongs to Darth Sidious, and
he wants it back. When a Sith Lord wants something, there's only one person he can trust to get
it--another Sith Lord.
Star Wars - Darth Maul Star Wars: The Blueprints gives an all-access pass into the Lucasfilm Archives
to unveil the original technical drawings of the galaxy far, far away. With more than 250 blueprints,
500 photographs and illustrations, and ten stunning gatefolds, this deluxe volume reveals the work of
the engineers, designers, and artists who dreamed up the look and feel of the Star Wars universe.
Bestselling author J. W. Rinzler explores the complex process of envisioning and creating the Star Wars
films throughout this collection. Witness first-hand the technical expertise and jaw-dropping detail
involved in every part of the process, from concept sketches to final scenes. Star Wars: The Blueprints
showcases the transformation of careful technical drawings to now-iconic sets—the rebel blockade
runner, the Millennium Falcon, the bridge of General Grievous’s flagship, Jabba the Hutt’s throne room,
and many others. Meticulously researched and packed with gorgeous artwork and little-known details,
Star Wars: The Blueprints tells the story of the brilliant minds and technical prowess that brought
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this extraordinary epic to life.
Star Wars Adventures (2020-) #3 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. .
. . When the Emperor and his notorious apprentice, Darth Vader, find themselves stranded in the middle
of insurgent action on an inhospitable planet, they must rely on each other, the Force, and their own
ruthlessness to prevail. “It appears things are as you suspected, Lord Vader. We are indeed hunted.”
Anakin Skywalker, Jedi Knight, is just a memory. Darth Vader, newly anointed Sith Lord, is ascendant.
The Emperor’s chosen apprentice has swiftly proven his loyalty to the dark side. Still, the history of
the Sith Order is one of duplicity, betrayal, and acolytes violently usurping their Masters—and the
truest measure of Vader’s allegiance has yet to be taken. Until now. On Ryloth, a planet crucial to the
growing Empire as a source of slave labor and the narcotic known as “spice,” an aggressive resistance
movement has arisen, led by Cham Syndulla, an idealistic freedom fighter, and Isval, a vengeful former
slave. But Emperor Palpatine means to control the embattled world and its precious resources—by
political power or firepower—and he will be neither intimidated nor denied. Accompanied by his
merciless disciple, Darth Vader, he sets out on a rare personal mission to ensure his will is done. For
Syndulla and Isval, it’s the opportunity to strike at the very heart of the ruthless dictatorship
sweeping the galaxy. And for the Emperor and Darth Vader, Ryloth becomes more than just a matter of
putting down an insurrection: When an ambush sends them crashing to the planet’s surface, where
inhospitable terrain and an army of resistance fighters await them, they will find their relationship
tested as never before. With only their lightsabers, the dark side of the Force, and each other to
depend on, the two Sith must decide if the brutal bond they share will make them victorious allies or
lethal adversaries. Praise for Lords of the Sith “A compelling tale [that] gives us new insight into
the relationship between Darth Vader and his master, Emperor Palpatine.”—New York Daily News “Endlessly
fascinating . . . a tale [that is] not just compelling but completely thrilling.”—Big Shiny Robot “The
best novel so far in this new era of official canon Star Wars stories.”—IGN “Packed with action . . .
hard to put down.”—Seattle Geekly
Darth Maul Collects Star Wars: Darth Maul #1-5. Raised on hate, fear and angersteeped in the ways of
darknessand trained to kill! Darth Maul's time as apprentice to Darth Sidious has long been cloaked in
shadows - now at last his tale of revenge is revealed! It's a story of rage unleashed as Darth Maul
prepares for his first encounter with the hated Jedi. But when a Jedi Padawan is captured by sinister
forces, why is Maul so determined to fi nd her? And what role will a band of bounty hunters, including
Cad Bane and Aurra Sing, play? Get to know the galaxy's deadliest Zabrak like never before!
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Darth Maul's Mission Collects STAR WARS: AGE OF REPUBLIC  ANAKIN SKYWALKER, OBI-WAN KENOBI, PADMÉ
AMIDALA and QUI-GON JINN and material from STAR WARS: AGE OF REPUBLIC SPECIAL. This is the Age of Star
Wars  an epic series of adventures uniting your favorite characters from all three trilogies! Join the
greatest heroes of the Old Republic. Witness the moments that define them, the incredible battles that
shaped them  and their eternal conflict between light and darkness! Maverick Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn
is known to bend the rules  but a mission gone awry forces him to confront his conflicting beliefs!
Anakin Skywalker has a chance to strike a devastating blow to the separatist cause. Will he choose the
darker path or hold true to the Jedi code? Padmé Amidala sets out on a secret mission! Obi-Wan Kenobi,
Master Jedi, takes on an apprentice. Will his mission alongside his young Padawan bring them closer
together or sow the seeds that will drive them apart? Plus: Mace Windu, Captain Rex and Jar Jar Binks!
Shadow Hunter: Star Wars Legends (Darth Maul) Getting cut in half by Obi-Wan Kenobi and being rejected
by his former Sith Master Darth Sidious isn't going to defeat Darth Maul. In fact, it only makes him
mad enough to take on the galaxy - with an army of Mandalorians! After forming the Shadow Collective a criminal organization composed of the Hutts, Black Sun, the Mandalorians, and the fearsome
Nightbrothers - Maul wages war against Darth Sidious and his generals, Count Dooku and General
Grievous! Adapted from unproduced screenplays for Season 6 of The Clone Wars television show, this is
the final chapter planned for Darth Maul' saga. COLLECTING: STAR WARS: DARTH MAUL - SON OF DATHOMIR
1-4, MATERIAL FROM STAR WARS TALES 7-9
Darth Maul Explore Darth Vader's early history! Picking up directly where Star Wars: Episode III
Revenge of the Sith ends, follow Vader as he receives his legendary red lightsaber and rises to power
as a Dark Lord of the Sith! When Anakin Skywalker fell, both to the pull of the dark side and the blade
of Obi-Wan Kenobi, he rose back up, more machine than man. Having lost everything that was once dear to
him, he now takes his first steps into a darker worldbeginning by hunting down and eradicating the
galaxy's remaining Jedi! But Jocasta Nu, librarian of the Jedi Temple, is making a desperate effort to
gather and preserve whatever she can of the religion's legacy. Palpatine views her as a particular
threat to the Empire - does her knowledge make her a one-woman Jedi Order?
Shadows Over Baker Street Raised on hate, fear and angersteeped in the ways of darknessand trained to
kill! Darth Maul's time as apprentice to Darth Sidious has long been cloaked in shadows - now at last
his tale of revenge is revealed! It's a story of rage unleashed as Darth Maul prepares for his first
encounter with the hated Jedi. But when a Jedi Padawan is captured by sinister forces, why is Maul so
determined to fi nd her? And what role will a band of bounty hunters, including Cad Bane and Aurra
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Sing, play? Get to know the galaxy's deadliest Zabrak like never before! COLLECTING: Star Wars: Darth
Maul 1-5
Absolute Carnage Featuring an appendix of discussion questions, the Diversion Classics edition is ideal
for use in book groups and classrooms. From ghost stories to spine-chilling mysteries, the horror genre
is perfect reading for the Halloween season and year-round. Including Mary Shelley's FRANKENSTEIN,
Robert Louis Stevenson's THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE, and Bram Stoker's DRACULA, these
terrifying tales will stay with you long after they're finished.
Lockdown El malévolo Lord Sith Darth Sidious comienza a preocuparse por la potencial interferencia del
sindicato criminal Sol Negro, una vasta y poderosa organización temida en toda la galaxia. Sidious no
puede permitir que nada ni nadie interfiera en sus asuntos, por lo que ordena a su despiadado aprendiz,
el destructor Darth Maul que erradique a sus adversarios, de la manera en la que sólo un maestro del
lado oscuro puede hacerlo.
Darth Plagueis A dazzling new short story featuring Darth Maul, merciless apprentice of evil . . . On
the distant planet Dorvalla, precious ore is mined by two competing companies: InterGalactic Ore and
Lommite Limited. Neither rival suspects that they are central to a sinister plot masterminded by Darth
Sidious, Lord of the Sith, himself. Dispatched by Sidious on his very first solo mission, Darth Maul
infiltrates Lommite Limited. There, his unique gifts of deception and subterfuge will set off an
explosive chain of events that could destroy both companies, leaving them ripe for takeover by the
Trade Federation. But a vengeful Lommite Limited Manager with his own thirst for retaliation against
InterGal could blow Maul's cover--and all of Sidious's fiendishly layed plans . . . BONUS: This edition
contains an excerpt from Star Wars: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter.
Star Wars - Darth Maul SOME GAMES ARE PLAYED FOR LIFE OR DEATH. Javul Charn is the most famous pop star
in the galaxy—and the runaway bride of a violent lieutenant in Black Sun, the crime syndicate commanded
by Prince Xizor. Or so Javul says. Soon after Dash Rendar, broke and desperate, agrees to be Javul’s
bodyguard, he realizes that openness is not her strong suit—and that murder is stalking her tour.
Between the discovery of dead bodies in a cargo hold and an attack by an unidentified warship, Dash and
co-pilot Eaden Vrill desperately try to understand who is terrorizing Javul’s tour and why. When Han
Solo suddenly joins Javul’s road show, the stakes are raised even higher. Now Dash, who has a history
with Han and an even worse history with Prince Xizor, follows his instincts, his discoveries, and Javul
herself—straight into a world that may be too dangerous to survive. Features a bonus section following
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the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts
from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Star Wars Presents a compilation of ten stories set in the Star Wars universe by the concept artists
behind "Star Wars, Episode III: Revenge of the Sith."
Star Wars: Darth Maul Sith Apprentice "Darth Maul wages war against Darth Sidious and his generals
Count Dooku and General Grievous with his allies in the Shadow Collective"-Star wars Darth Plagueis, a Sith Lord who knows the Dark Side so well that he has power over life and
death, joins forces with his apprentice, one-day emperor Darth Sidious, to try to dominate the whole
galaxy. Movie tie-in.
Darth Maul In the prequel to Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, Darth Sidious discovers that one of his
Neimoidian allies has betrayed him and sends his apprentice, Darth Maul, to kill him, and the fate of
the Republic lies in the hands of Darsha Assant, a young Jedi Padawan, and Lorn Pavan, an opportunistic
information broker. Reprint.
Star Wars: The Wrath of Darth Maul The host of the eponymous podcast “takes readers on an adventure
through several well-researched categories of facts and trivia . . . with a dash of humor” (Elise
Hennessy, author of the Blood Legacy series). So what if you picked up some historical inaccuracies
(and flat-out myths) in history class. Your Brain on Facts is here to teach and reteach readers
relevant trivia. It explains surprising science in simple language, gives the unexpected origins of pop
culture classics, and reveals important titbits related to current issues. Get ready for trivia night
done right. Inside, find true facts, strange facts, and just plain weird facts. Your Brain on Facts
features general trivia questions and answers, offering science, art, technology, medicine, music, and
history trivia to brainiacs everywhere. Learn: What’s the language of the stateless nation in the
Pyrenees mountains Where the world-changing birth control pill was tested Who wrote lyrics for the Star
Trek theme song that were never used “A fun collection of facts that will leave you full of information
you never knew you needed to know!” —Sophie Stirling, author of We Did That? “I’ve been a fan of
Moxie’s Twitter feed for a while now . . . but it’s even nicer to have all of these delightful facts
and stories packaged in book form! Thumb through the pages, pause anywhere, and I’m certain you’ll find
something that not only tickles your brain, but makes you smile too.” —Mangesh Hattikudur, co-founder
of Mental Floss “Moxie is a relentless and excellent purveyor of hidden history and long-lost facts.
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Read enough of this book and you’ll be the most popular person at any cocktail party!” —Alicia Alvrez,
author of The Big Book of Women’s Trivia
Halloween Horror (Diversion Classics) NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER For the infamous, power-hungry Sith,
beholden to the dark side, the time has come to rise again. After years of waiting in the shadows,
Darth Sidious is taking the first step in his master plan to bring the Republic to its knees. Key to
his scheme are the Neimoidians of the Trade Federation. Then one of his Neimoidian contacts disappears,
and Sidious does not need his Force-honed instincts to suspect betrayal. He orders his apprentice,
Darth Maul, to hunt the traitor down. But he is too late. The secret has already passed into the hands
of information broker Lorn Pavan, which places him right at the top of Darth Maul’s hit list. Then, in
the labyrinthine alleyways and sewers of Coruscant, capital city of the Republic, Lorn crosses paths
with Darsha Assant, a Jedi Padawan on a mission to earn her Knighthood. Now the future of the Republic
depends on Darsha and Lorn. But how can an untried Jedi and an ordinary man, stranger to the powerful
ways of the Force, hope to triumph over one of the deadliest killers in the galaxy? This special
edition features an all-new Darth Maul short story as well as “Star Wars:® Darth Maul: Saboteur”—both
written by New York Times bestselling author James Luceno! Also features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Lords of the Sith: Star Wars In this essential Star Wars Legends novel, the second in the Darth Bane
trilogy, the fearsome Sith lord takes on a deadly new apprentice. Darth Bane’s twisted genius made him
a natural leader among the Sith–until his radical embrace of an all-but-forgotten wisdom drove him to
destroy his own order . . . and create it anew from the ashes. As the last surviving Sith, Darth Bane
promulgated a harsh new directive: the Rule of Two. Two there should be; no more, no less. One to
embody the power, the other to crave it. Now Darth Bane is ready to put his policy into action and
thinks he has found the key element that will make his triumph complete: a student to train in the ways
of the dark side. Though she is young, Zannah possesses an instinctive link to the dark side that
rivals his own. With his guidance, she will become essential in his quest to destroy the Jedi and
dominate the galaxy.
Star Wars In hiding for generations, the evil Sith have waited for the precise moment to reveal
themselves and take vengeance upon the Jedi Order. But in the final days before the Trade Federation
blockade of the planet Naboo sets into motion the Sith plan for the overthrow of the Republic, the
scheming Sith Lord Darth Sidious becomes concerned about the potential interference by the criminal
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syndicate Black Sun, a vast and powerful organization feared throughout the galaxy. Sidious cannot
allow anything or anyone to hinder his purpose, and so he unleashes his merciless apprentice, the deathdealing destroyer, Darth Maul, to eradicate his adversaries -- as only a master of the dark side can!
Star Wars: Darth Maul is the first-ever graphic-novel adventure of the ultimate Sith enforcer, an
explosive tale of intrigue, mystery, and blistering action. Collecting the action-packed four-issue
comic series. *Available worldwide from Dark Horse Comics (available in the UK from Titan)
Star Wars A follow-up to Star Wars: Dark Plagueis is a Darth Maul prison tale set before the events of
The Phantom Menace that finds Darth Maul dispatched on a secret mission to infiltrate a criminal prison
empire where he must compete in gladiatorial death matches while carrying out his masters' clandestine
commands. By the author of Star Wars: Death Troopers.
Star Wars
Saboteur: Star Wars Legends (Darth Maul) (Short Story) 2020 IBPA Awards Winner! Discover the world of
Star Wars’ Jedi through this fun and fully interactive reading experience. Join Jedi Master Luke
Skywalker on a fully interactive journey into the world of the Jedi. Discover the storied history of
this noble order of peacekeepers; explore the secrets of the Force; study the art of mastering the
lightsaber; and learn about the lives of some of the most revered Jedi of all time, including Yoda, ObiWan Kenobi, and Anakin Skywalker. Featuring amazing original illustrations and unique special
features—including a pop-up holocron, a translator card, a Jedi equipment booklet, pullouts, and
more—this book is the ultimate exploration of the Jedi and their incredible impact on the galaxy.
Star Wars: Darth Maul - Son of Dathomir "Darth Maul and his brother Savage Opress are loose in the
galaxy. The Jedi Council sends a task force of Jedi to bring them to justice"--Provided by publisher.
Star Wars Join the Wookiees of Kashyyyk for part one of a special Life Day celebration! Then, follow
Kylo Ren as he learns what it means to be the Supreme Leader of the First Order.
Darth Maul The updated and expanded ultimate guide to the minifigures of the LEGO® Star Wars® galaxy
DK's LEGO®Star Wars® Character Encyclopedia: Updated and Expanded now includes many more new LEGOStar
Wars minifigures! Discover incredible LEGO Star Wars facts, such as which minifigure is the rarest and
which can be found in the most LEGO sets. This updated and expanded edition contains 72 additional
pages of new minifigures and includes an exclusive minifigure to add to your collection. LEGO, the LEGO
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logo, the Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2015 The
LEGO Group. Produced by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD
Darth Maul It's true - all of it! The blockbuster movie jumps from the big screen to the comic-book
page! It's been three decades since the Rebel Alliance destroyed the Death Star and toppled the
Galactic Empire - but now, on the remote planet Jakku, there is a stirring in the Force. A young
scavenger named Reya deserting Stormtrooper named Finnan ace pilot named Poeand a dark apprentice named
Kylo Ren Their lives are about to collide as the awakening begins. Writer Chuck Wendig (Star Wars: The
Aftermath Trilogy) and artist Luke Ross (HERCULES) take us back into the saga of a lifetime! Collecting
STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS ADAPTATION #1-#6.
Shadow Games: Star Wars Legends Describes the dark Sith apprentice Darth Maul, who, along with his
master, Darth Sidious, plan to take over the galaxy and destroy the Jedi Knights.
Maul: A Star Wars Rebels Cinestory Comic For use in schools and libraries only. Describes the dark Sith
apprentice Darth Maul, who, along with his master, Darth Sidious, plan to take over the galaxy and
destroy the Jedi Knights.
Rule of Two: Star Wars Legends (Darth Bane) After Darth Maul and Savage Opress reunite, they form an
army of the galaxy's most vicious criminals.
Star Wars: The Secrets of the Jedi Fearsome Sith Lord Darth Maul, rescued and restored after surviving
his confrontation with Obi-Wan Kenobi in 'The Phantom Menace', wreaks havoc through the galaxy with his
brother Savage Opress When the brothers' rampage is interrupted by a bounty placed on their heads by
Ja'Boag, the duo decides to target him - only to be met by a team of Jedi and Ja'Boag's own private
army
Star Wars: Darth Maul: Son of Dathomir Darth Maul takes centre stage in a truly diabolical feast of
dark Sith villainy. He is lethal apprentice to, and enforcer for, the mysterious Darth Sidious.
Star Wars - the Clone Wars Die Sith arbeiten heimlich daran, den Jedi-Orden zu unterwandern und
letztendlich zu stürzen. Zwei Mitglieder des Ordens der Sith - Darth Sidious und sein Schüler Darth
Maul - warten insgeheim nur auf den geeigneten Moment, um zuzuschlagen. Doch während Sidious eine
raffinierte Serie von Täuschungen und Intrigen plant, wird Maul ungeduldig: Die Stunde der Vergeltung
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steht kurz bevor, und er ist nicht mehr bereit, auch nur noch einen Augenblick länger zu warten. Darth
Maul ist zurück!
Star Wars: Darth Maul Not long before the events of THE PHANTOM MENACE, the Sith Lord, Darth Sidious,
is meeting via hologram with the Neimoidian Viceroy, Nute Gunray, and his seconds in command. But
something is wrong: Where there are three Neimoidians, there should be a fourth. Where is he? No one
knows. Angry and suspicious, sure that the fourth Neimoidian, Hath Monchar, is out there blabbing Darth
Sidious' secrets, Sidious sends his apprentice, Darth Maul, out to investigate. His mission: Find and
kill Hath Monchar. Then figure out whom Monchar might have spoken with, and kill them, too. Lorn Pavan
is an information broker, who makes his living finding information and selling it to the highest
bidder. When the Neimoidian, Hath Monchar, shows up with a very interesting holocron with information
about an actual, living - and evil-plotting - Sith Lord, Lorn knows he's got something really hot. So
when Monchar is murdered, Lorn manages to get his hands on the holocron anyway. His motives are
anything but noble. Darsha Assant is a Jedi Padawan. She and Lorn find themselves thrown together
unexpectedly, and when they realize that it is a Sith Lord on their trail, they realize that they must
somehow get the holocron to the Jedi Council. But Darth Maul is too good a tracker. What's more, he's
never failed his Master, Darth Sidious, and he doesn't intend to this time, either
Star Wars: Darth Maul Forged by rage. Taken as a child and trained in the ways of the Sith, he became
the apprentice to the greatest evil the galaxy has ever known Honed by the dark side. After years of
plotting in secrecy, he and his Master will take revenge on the Jedi Order--and the once-mighty
Republic will tremble The savage story of Darth Maul has been shrouded in mystery--until now.
Your Brain on Facts Collects Monsters Unleashed #1-5. It's all hands on deck with the AVENGERS,
CHAMPIONS, GUARDIANS, X-MEN and the INHUMANS as they clash with monstrous hazards that threaten to
destroy every corner of the Marvel Universe. Who are the LEVIATHONS? Who controls them? How can they be
stopped before Earth becomes another tragic barren world in their wake?
Star Wars: Darth Vader - Dark Lord of the Sith Jedi master Qui-Gon Jinn and his apprentice, Obi-Wan
Kenobi, battle the evil Darth Maul as they try to protect Queen Amidala.
The Fury of Darth Maul Master detective Sherlock Holmes enters the macabre and nightmarish world of H.
P. Lovecraft to solve a series of bizarre cases in a collection of short fiction by twenty leading
authors, including Neil Gaiman, Steve Perry, Brian Stableford, Poppy Z. Brite, Barbara Hambly, and
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Caitlin Kiernan, among others. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.
Star Wars The Blueprints Ezra, Kanan, and Ahsoka arrive at Malachor, a seemingly dead world and home to
an ancient Sith Temple, where they encounter a mysterious man who reveals himself to be Maul. The Ghost
crew's fates become intertwined with Maul and his dangerous plans, which sends everyone hurtling toward
a devastating confrontation. Relive the storyline of Maul's haunting character in the cinestory comic
adaptation of selected episodes of Disney XD's hit series Star Wars Rebels.
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